Date of Sale

Contract / Sale Agreement / Health Guarantee
Sex:
Birthdate:
Litter Registered #
Sire:
Dam:
Price and Conditions:
All Deposits is Non Refundable

Please initial boxes
1 . Buyer agrees to keep this kitten in a safe and healthy environment and to provide proper
nutrition, health care and attention. Under no circumstances will this kitten be sold to any pet store or
given to a shelter. In the event Buyer is unable or unwilling to keep and properly maintain cat, Buyer
agrees that Seller shall be notified and given first opportunity to relocate cat.
I 2. If purchased as a pet only, Buyer agrees to have kitten spayed or neutered by the age of 5
month. Proof of alter must be signed and dated by a veterinarian and provided to Seller.
Upon proof of altering, application papers will be furnished to Buyer. If no proof of spay/neuter is
provided by the age of 6 months, Buyer agrees to pay the difference to Seller of $1000.00 which is the
price difference between a pet and breeder. Please keep in mind, not all pet kittens are breeder quality.
3. This kitten is in good health at the time of pick up or delivery and for the period of 7 days
thereafter. Buyer is aware that stress of moving the kitten could cause a break out of cold-like
symptoms and or coccidian. This is not a congenital problem. Outbreak is generally caused by too much
stress. Any medical and or veterinary treatment is the responsibility of the buyer. This kitten should be
checked by a veterinarian during the 7 day guarantee. If at this examination, kitten is found to be
deficient medically, it may be.
A) Returned for a replacement kitten, minus any shipping cost, with written proof from your
veterinarian that said cat/kitten was checked during the 7day period. OR
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B) A new kitten of equal value when one becomes available, minus any shipping cost. If kitten is not
examined by a veterinarian within this 7 day period, the future health of the kitten is at buyers own risk.
This guarantee is VOID.
This kitten is also recommend to be kept away from any other animals and isolated when first getting
your kitten for a period of 21 days. It’s always a good idea! Seller assumes no responsibility for costs of
any medical treatment by Buyers veterinarian unless approved first by Seller for treatment.
4. Kitten is guaranteed against hereditary defects for up to one year. Should the kitten die within
this time as a direct result of hereditary defect, an appropriate necropsy must be performed by a
licensed veterinarian and vet's certificate provided as proof of cause of death. A replacement kitten will
made of comparable quality and value, as soon as one becomes available. No cash refund.
5. If buyer changes his/her mind prior to 6 weeks of age the deposit and any out of pocket expenses
remain nonrefundable. After 6 weeks of age there will be no refunds. The buyer understands that
failure to make regular payments breaks this contract and no money will be refunded. This contract is
legally binding to all parties involved. Neither party has the right to modify except by mutual
agreement, in writing. In the event of dispute, jurisdiction of this contract shall be in the municipality of
the Seller's residence.
6. Please do your homework on this breed as I do not refund for kitten's behavior, or potty habits. If
you are looking for a kitten that just sits around, please look into another breed!
7. If purchasing as a show or breeder, I ask that when you are finished using said kitten for your
breeding program, either too old to be bred anymore, Or is not up to breeding standards anymore, cat
shall be spayed or neutered. Cat may not be resold as a breeder without written consent from
Sundail Bengal Cats.
8. If kitten is sold with breeding rights, a fertility guarantee is in effect. In case of congenital
infertility, the cat may be exchanged for a similar cat/ kitten under the following conditions: infertility
shall not be determined until the cat has failed to produce offspring after 1 year of attempted breeding.
Seller reserves the right to attempt breeding the cat to a proven mate for a period of 6 months before
infertility is conclusively determined. A replacement kitten of comparable quality and value will be
offered after deeming cat infertile. No cash refunds will be given.
Seller Beckie Huffman
Address
Anderson, CA. 96007
530-227-1522
Beckie@sundialbengals.com
Seller Signature _________________________________
Print buyer name
Buyer Signature
Address
Phone Number

E-Mail Address
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Checks will be accepted for deposits. Make check payable to Beckie Huffman
Final payment will need to be made in cash, kitten must be picked up before 12 weeks of age unless
otherwise agreed.
Any additional comments to be posted below.

Beckie Huffman

